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SLOSH



Recall equations in two dimensions



SLOSH Equations

Notation “musical chairs”

SLOSH “h” same as class η
SLOSH “D” same as class h

Note SLOSH uses different 
notations for stress

Grid

Generally a polar, elliptical, or 
hyperbolic stretched finite 
difference curvilinear grid
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• Locally orthogonal

• Heights at the center and 
transports on the corners

• Finer resolution overland, and 
coarser offshore

Sub-grid elements:
• 1 dimensional flow for rivers and streams
• Barriers
• Cuts between barriers
• Channel flow with chokes and expansions
• Increased friction for trees and mangroves



Louisiana basin



SLOSH is the official NOAA storm surge model

Has to run quickly and reliably

Has to use operational computational resources

Inputs are tied to official NHC forecast

Has to have national coverage

Finite differencing model with overland flooding developed by NOAA MDL to 
predict storm surge

Computationally efficient (ran on DOS in the 1980s)



Input
Track => NHC advisory
Current Rmax => estimated from available obs
Current DelP => NHC Advisory
Forecast Rmax, DelP => estimated by NHC's storm surge specialists

Note that wind is not input. The wind is computed from a pressure field. 

The emphasis is on computations speed and the ability to run many 
simulations based on possible track, intensity, speed, and size errors.

A family of tracks is used to forecast surge probability operationally.

For hurricane evacuation planning, the ability to easily generate 
thousands of simulations also provides worse-case scenario guidance.



NWS’s Tropical Cyclone Surge Guidance

• P-Surge
• Probabilistic Storm Surge

• Response (<48 hr of landfall)

• MEOW
• Maximum Envelope Of Water

• Readiness (48hr – 120 hr of landfall) 

• MOM
• Maximum Of the MEOWs

• Planning / Mitigation (>120 hr of landfall)



What is P-Surge?
A suite of products that satisfy the need for Probabilistic 
storm Surge information within 1 hour of the advisory

• Derive probabilistic guidance from a set of Sea Lake and 
Overland Surges from Hurricanes (SLOSH) model runs

• Ensemble centered on NHC’s official advisory

• Error spaces (except size) defined by a normal 
distribution with 5-y MAE = 0.7979 sigma

• Error space sampled via representative storms

• Why SLOSH?

• Efficient (100s of runs with relatively few CPU)

• Maintained as part of hurricane evacuation studies

• Parametric wind model for forcing

• Overland flooding



Ivan Adv54
12h before landfall

The major errors in storm surge forecasts are due to the 
input wind forecast.



P-Surge - Vary Cross Track



P-Surge – Vary Other Variables

• Size: Small (30%), Medium (40%), Large (30%)

• Forward Speed: Fast (30%), Medium (40%), Slow (30%)

• Intensity: Strong (30%), Medium (40%), Weak (30%)



P-surge Error Distributions

• Error distributions are computed for cross track, along track and 
intensity by:
• Assuming a normal distribution

• Using a 5-year “mean absolute error” and getting the standard deviation 
(sigma) from:



Probabilistic product shows 

considerable surge threat to 

Pensacola area

Probabilistic product shows
considerable surge threat to
Pensacola area



NWS’s Tropical Cyclone Surge Guidance

• P-Surge
– Probabilistic Storm Surge

– Response (<48 hr of landfall)

• MEOW
– Maximum Envelope Of Water

– Readiness (48hr – 120 hr of landfall)

• MOM
– Maximum Of the MEOWs

– Planning / Mitigation (>120 hr of landfall)



Maximum Envelope Of Water (MEOW)

User selects:

1) Category (Cat 3)

2) Landfall direction (wnw)

3) Forward speed (15 mph)

4) Initial tide (High)



Maximum Of MEOWs (MOM)

User selects:

1) Category (Cat 3)



Extra-Tropical Storm Surge (ETSS)

• Modification of SLOSH to use 0.5 degree Global Forecast 
System (GFS) winds and pressure as input

• Intended for large extra-tropical storms rather than hurricanes 
(aka tropical storms)

• Does not include Waves and River Flow

• It’s been applied to
• Bering, Beaufort, Chukchi Seas, AK (Oct 2015)

• Gulf of Alaska (Apr 2008); West Coast (Feb 2011)

• East Coast (Feb 2009); Gulf of Mexico (Jan 2011) 



ETSS 2.0 – Nest coarse and fine Grids for East Coast and Gulf of Mexico

A sample of finer overland

tropical grids

nested within the coarser

extra-tropical grids

Tropical Grids

Extra-Tropical Grids

Extra-tropical grids provide
a boundary condition for
tropical grids



ADCIRC



Recall equations in two dimensions



Generalized Wave Continuity Equation (GWCE)
• ADCIRC uses the finite element method

• The primitive continuity equation (prognostic version) gives inaccurate solutions for 2Δx modes 
using FE method. Improve the numerical properties with a second derivative relationship

• This is the GCWE equation. For FE solutions, it has excellent numerical amplitude and phase 
propagation characteristics.

• ADCIRC performs storm surge simulations by solving the GCWE in combination with the 
momentum prognostic equations (instead of the standard continuity equation).



Notation “musical chairs”

ADCIRC “   ” same as class η
ADCIRC “H” is  h+

ADCIRC “q” is product of 
water velocity times depth

ADCIRC “η” related to 
Newtonian equilibrium tide 
potential

Grid

Finite element, higher 
resolution in area of interest

ADCIRC 2D Equations



Typical ADCIRC background grid

There is a very high-resolution 
grid imbedded in the baseline 
grid along different sections of 
the US coast 



Example ADCIRC grid along LA and MS coast



20-30 meters along immediate coastlines





Sub-Grid Scale Features in ADCIRC 
mimic control structures and levees 
Broad Crested Weirs

Critical Flow Sub-critical Flow

Culvert/submerged openings

30



ADCIRC in Coastal Hazard Assessment

Post storm forensic assessments
• Detailed information in space and time
• Case studies

FEMA National Flood Insurance Program
• All coastal states from NY to TX
• Most studies performed by USACE or 

private sector

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
• Coastal nuclear power plants
• Private sector consortium

Louisiana Master Plan
• Land loss and land building



ADCIRC in Coastal Risk Reduction

Infrastructure Design

• $14.5 Billion Hurricane Storm 
Damage Risk Reduction System 
around greater New Orleans after 
Katrina

• Mayor Blumbert’s $20B storm 
damage reduction plan for NY City 
area following Hurricane Sandy

• Ike Dike and associated strategies in 
the Houston – Galveston area



ADCIRC in Forecasting

• ADCIRCs require significant computing resources

• NOAA EMC is running ADCIRC for extratropical storms

• For the first time, in 2016 NOAA EMC is running ADCIRC for tropical 
cyclones when track and intensity forecast is high. This is called the 
Hurricane Surge On-Demand Forecast System. 

• A GUI interface called the ADCIRC Surge Guidance System (ASGS) is used 
by LSU, UNC, and in the private sector. 

• WorldWinds runs ADCIRC based on NHC forecast and for 2-3 alternatives

• In general, multiple operational runs in operational forecasting is not 
possible with ADCIRC due to computational limits, even on massively 
parallel supercomputers.



ADCIRC for extratropical systems
The Extratropical Surge and Tide Operational forecast System (ESTOFS)

• Based on GFS model input

• Grid spacing  is 2.5 km (vs. 5 km for ETSS)

• Available at: 
http://www.opc.ncep.noaa.gov/estofs/estofs_surge_info.shtml

• Input into a wave model to improve wave forecasts near shore during 
elevated water periods. (The model is called Wavewatch).

http://www.opc.ncep.noaa.gov/estofs/estofs_surge_info.shtml


Storm surge model links

ADCIRC and SLOSH

• adcirc.org

• slosh.nws.noaa.gov/slosh/

Other models

• DELFT3D - http//oss.deltares.nl/web/delft3d

• Coastal and Estuarine Storm Tide Model (CEST) -
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/jht/ihc_16/ihc16li-s04-09.pdf

• MIKE 21 - www.mikepoweredbydhi.com/products/mike-21

• The Arbiter of Storms (TAOS) - rtfs.kinanco.com/taos.htm (possibly obsolete)

http://adcirc.org/
http://slosh.nws.noaa.gov/slosh/
https://oss.deltares.nl/web/delft3d
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/jht/ihc_16/ihc16li-s04-09.pdf
http://www.mikepoweredbydhi.com/products/mike-21
http://rtfs.kinanco.com/taos.htm



